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Abstract
One of the most important aspects for all life on this planet is the act to
keep their cellular processes in a state where they do not reach equilibrium.
One part in the upholding of this imbalanced state is the barrier between the
cells and their surroundings, created by the cell membrane. In addition to
experiments, the investigation of processes occuring in the cell membrane can
be performed by using molecular dynamics simulations. Through this method
we can obtain an atomistic description of the dynamics associated with events
that are not accessible to experimental setups. Molecular dynamics relies
on the integration of Newton’s equations of motion in order to sample the
relevant parts of phase-space for the system, and therefore it is dependent on
a correct description of the interactions between all the simulated particles.
In this thesis I first present an improved method for the calculation of longrange interactions in molecular dynamics simulations, followed by a study of
cholesterol’s impact on the permeation of small solutes across a lipid bilayer.
The first paper presents a previously derived modification to the particlemesh Ewald method, which makes it possible to apply this to long-range
Lennard-Jones interactions. Old implementations of the method have been
haunted by an extreme performance degradation and here I propose a solution
to this problem by applying a modified interaction potential. I further show
that the historical treatment of long-range interactions in simulations of lipid
bilayers has non-negligible effects on their structural properties.
In the second paper, this modification is improved such that the small
errors introduced by the modified interaction potential become negligible.
Furthermore, I demonstrate that I have also improved the implementation
of the method so that it now only incurs a performance loss of roughly 15%
compared to conventional simulations using the Gromacs simulation package.
The third paper presents a simulation study of cholesterol’s effect on the
permeation of six different solutes across a variety of lipid bilayers. I analyze
the effect of different head groups, tail lengths, and tail saturation by performing simulations of the solutes in four different bilayers, with cholesterol
contents between 0% and 50%. Analysis of the simulations shows that the
impact of the surface area per lipid on the partitioning of the solute could
be lower than previously thought. Furthermore, a model with a laterally inhomogeneous permeability in cholesterol-containing membranes is proposed,
which could explain the large differences between permeabilities from experiments and calculated partition coefficients in simulations.
Keywords: Molecular dynamics, lipid bilayer, cholesterol, permeability, longrange interactions, Lennard-Jones, dispersion, particle-mesh Ewald

Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning
För att kroppens celler ska kunna överleva behöver de ett skydd mot potentiellt
skadliga ämnen i sin omgivning. Detta skydd består av deras cellmembran, som
innehåller en blandning av olika fosfolipider samt kolesterol. De fysikaliska egenskaperna hos dessa molekyler innebär att cellmembranet utgör en vattenlöslig hinna
med ett vattenavstötande center. Därmed skapas en svårgenomtränglig barriär, som
hindrar vattenlösliga ämnen från att ta sig in i, eller ut ur, cellen. Samtidigt måste
denna process vara selektiv i sitt urval, då cellen även behöver kunna absorbera
de vattenlösliga molekyler som är kritiska för dess funktion. Selektiviteten styrs
till stor del av en mängd olika proteiner bundna till membranet, som bland annat
reglerar flödet av specifika molekyler genom membranet samt ser till att cellen kan
avläsa signalsubstanser i sin omgivning. Membranbundna proteiner är också den
primära måltavlan för en majoritet av alla läkemedel på marknaden idag, vilket
innebär att en förståelse för cellmembranets funktion samt interaktionerna mellan
dess komponenter är av yttersta vikt för dagens läkemedelsforskning.
Att studera dessa processer experimentellt har dock visat sig vara väldigt utmanande, då den strukturella informationen som behövs för att förstå de aktuella
händelseförloppen är väldigt svåråtkomlig. Cellmembranets vattenavstötande center innebär nämligen att dess komponenter är omöjliga att studera med konventionella metoder, då de ej är lösliga i vatten utan istället klumpar ihop sig och
tappar sin funktionella struktur. Datorsimuleringar har däremot visat sig kunna
vara en väldigt bra metod för att möjliggöra studier av dessa strukturer i detalj. I
datorn kan vi bygga upp en modell av det system vi är intresserade av, och sedan
studera dess beteende i en upplösning ända ner till atomnivå. På detta sätt får vi
tillgång till information som är utom räckvidd för experimentella metoder, och med
hjälp av datormodeller kan vi därmed förutsäga beteenden i de system vi studerar
och sedan verifiera dessa förutsägelser via experiment.
I denna avhandling presenterar jag en matematisk metod, som möjliggör en
korrekt hantering av interaktioner mellan atomer separerade med stora avstånd
i datorsimuleringar. Eftersom interaktionskraften mellan två atomer avtar när
avståndet mellan dem ökar, så ignoreras denna ofta när avståndet blir större än en
förutbestämd längd. I datorsimuleringar möjliggör denna förenkling en snabbare
beräkning av alla krafter i systemet, eftersom man bara behöver ta hänsyn till varje
enskild atoms lokala interaktioner och sedan kan kompensera för de ignorerade inv

vi
teraktionerna via en adderad korrektionsterm.
I avhandlingens första publikation visar jag att denna korrektion ej är tillräcklig vid simulering av cellmembranstrukturer. Jag föreslår en modifikation till en
existerande beräkningsmetod (som historiskt sett varit förknippad med väldigt låg
beräkningsprestanda), så att den nu kan appliceras i våra simuleringar och därmed
ge oss krafter med högre nogrannhet än tidigare. Denna metod vidareutvecklas
sedan i avhandlingens andra arbete, där jag först visar att nogrannheten i våra
beräknade krafter förbättrats ytterliggare. Drefter visar jag också att mina algoritmförbättringar resulterar i en prestandaökning till nivåer som i vissa fall är
detsamma som normala simuleringar.
I den sista publikationen framlägger jag sedan en studie av hur kolesterol påverkar
små molekylers möjlighet att på egen hand genomtränga cellmembran (dvs. utan
hjälp från membranbundna proteiner). Via datorsimuleringar har de energibarriärer som dessa molekyler måste ta sig över, vid sin passage genom membranet,
beräknats för olika koncentrationer av kolesterol. Jämförelser mot experimentell
data påvisade en stor skillnad mellan de beräknade och experimentellt uppmätta
genomträngningshastigheterna, och denna skillnad förklaras med en modell där
kolesterol tros vara ojämnt fördelat i biologiska membran.
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The problem with quotes found on the internet
is you can never be certain they’re authentic
-Albert Einstein
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1 | Introduction
If I have seen further it is by standing on the shoulders of Giants
– Isaac Newton
Before the notion of computer simulations as a scientific tool, the distinction between theory and experiment within the scientific community was clearly defined.
This started to change in 1952 when Metropolis et al. published the first molecular
simulation [1], in which they applied the Monte Carlo algorithm [2] to a system
of twelve interacting spheres. A few years later, in 1957, Alder and Wainwright
published the first paper using Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations [3], and in
the following years the dividing boundary between experiment and theory started
to fade. Earlier theoretical studies often utilized quantum mechanics (QM) in order
to find a solution to the Schrödinger equation for all the electrons and nuclei in the
system of interest. This equation can not be solved analytically for any molecular system without applying the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, in which the
electrons are assumed to instantaneously adapt to updated positions of the nuclei.
The approxmation enables a separation of the wave function into two parts, one
for the nuclei and one for electrons, which makes it possible to treat systems with
more than a single electron and nucleus. Unfortunately, systems with more than a
handful of particles still require a significant amount of computations, thus limiting
the type of systems that is available for theoretical investigation. Furthermore,
quantum mechanical descriptions often utilize systematic simplifications such as
temperatures of 0 Kelvin, no representation of solvent molecules and the absence
of dynamics.
In contrast to this, classical molecular simulations utilize the Born-Oppenheimer
approximation in order to ignore the electrons completely, and only take the positions of the nuclei into account. The interactions between the atoms, defined by
their electronic structure in QM, are instead modeled using a simple empirical interaction potential, often called force field. This simplification removed the restriction
of system sizes containing a few interacting particles, and instead it was now possible to study the properties of condensed phase systems at realistic conditions. The
ability to study more complex systems led to the first MD simulation of a biologically relevant structure in 1977 [4]. From this the field of biomolecular simulations
has grown significantly during the past 40 years, culminating in last year’s Nobel
1
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prize in chemistry being awarded to Arieh Warshel, Martin Karplus and Michael
Levitt for their “Development of multiscale models for complex chemical systems”.
In this thesis I present my journey through the world of biological simulations,
which started in the group led by David van der Spoel at Uppsala University.
Guided by Jochen Hub, I studied the permeation of various small solutes across a
lipid bilayer and the possible effect cholesterol could have on these events. After
this, I moved to the group led by Erik Lindahl and Berk Hess at the Royal Institute
of Technology in Stockholm, where I continued to work with lipid bilayers but
now in the light of how to properly handle their long-range interactions in MD
simulations. Here I present the collected publications from these years, together
with a description of the knowledge that I have attained along the way.
Chapter 2 will present the basic theory behind MD simulations, how I motivate
the conclusions from my calculations and how I construct the mathematical description of the system I want to study. In chapter 3, I go into detail regarding the
methods that are commonly used in order to calculate the long-range interactions
in MD simulations. I also give a description of the implemented and developed
long-range method (LJ-PME) that is the main subject of papers I and II in this
thesis. Lastly, chapter 4 presents a background regarding the past and current
status of lipid research, with the goal of trying to put the conclusions from paper
III into perspective regarding its contribution to our current knowledge about the
biological relevance of cholesterol in the lipid bilayers of cells.
The papers are presented at the end with paper I being the first conceptual
paper of LJ-PME, where I propose a solution to the method’s historical performance problem. Paper II then extends from this and here I present an improved
mathematical description of the interaction potential, together with a significantly
faster algorithm. Finally, paper III presents the work I performed in Uppsala which
concluded that a laterally inhomogeneous permeability could explain the large difference between experimentally measured permeabilities and calculated partition
coefficients from simulations. I present the papers in logical rather than chronological order, since the method development in papers I and II fits more naturally
with the theoretical background of MD simulations, which will be explained before
I go into the properties of biological membranes.

2 | Molecular Simulation
RTFM
– Berk Hess
Real world experiments, performed in a controlled environment, usually study the
macroscopic properties of systems of interest. This means that the property obtained from an experiment represents an average value from an extremely large
number of particles (in chemistry we typically use Avogadro’s number 6.02 × 1023
to represent the order of magnitude of particles in macroscopic matter) over the
time of the experiment. In computer simulations the number of particles normally
ranges from tens of thousands up to a few million, and the properties we study are
obtained from the instantaneous positions and velocities of all the individual atoms.
In order to derive meaningful information out of a molecular simulation we need
to be able to compare the detailed microscopic information from our simulations
with the macroscopic properties obtained from experimental studies. The aim of
this section is first to briefly explain how to bridge the gap between simulations and
experiment, and then to present the details of how we perform simulations using
molecular dynamics.

2.1

Ensemble averages and the ergodic hypothesis

It might seem straightforward to simply measure a property in an experiment,
but what does it really mean? Any generic property (which we can call A) will
depend on the individual positions of all atoms present in the system. This leads to
large fluctuations in the value of A as various molecules interact with each other,
and the surroundings, in different ways as a function of time. However, what is
normally measured in experiments is not the instantaneous value of A at a specific
time, but rather some kind of average of A for the duration of the measurments.
By representing the instantaneous value of A as A pN (t), rN (t) , and using a
macroscopic viewpoint, this average can be seen as a time average, Atime , expressed
as
Z

1 T
Atime =
A pN (t), rN (t) dt.
(2.1)
T 0
3
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Here, T is the total time of the measurement, pN (t) the momenta and rN (t) the
positions of the N particles at time t. Since we do not have the compute power
to perform a simulation of a system with the order of 1023 particles, and at the
same time reach the time scales over which the measurements is performed in
experiments, this macroscopic average is impossible to compute in a molecular
simulation.
Instead, another way of representing the value of A is through statistical mechanics, where we can define the ensemble average hAi. In contrast to the time
average, which looks at the value of A in a single system over time, the ensemble
average simultaneously evaluates A from a multitude of different systems with the
same macroscopic properties
ZZ


hAi =
A pN (t), rN (t) ρ pN (t), rN (t) dpN drN .
(2.2)
Here the integration, instead of taken over time, is over all possible configurations
of the positions and momenta of the atoms. This leads to a 6N-dimensional integral
over phase-space, a multidimensional
space where each coordinate is made up by

a specific state pN (t), rN (t) of the system. The second factor in the integral,
ρ pN (t), rN (t) , is called the ensemble’s probability density and gives the probability of finding the system at a specific point in phase-space. When keeping the
total number of particles N, the volume V and temperature T constant (canonical
ensemble) this density is given by the Boltzmann distribution
N

 e−E (p
ρ pN (t), rN (t) =

(t),rN (t))/kB T

Q

(2.3)


where E pN (t), rN (t) is the total energy of the system, kB is the Boltzmann
constant and Q the system’s partition function
ZZ
N
N
Q=
e−E (p (t),r (t))/kB T dpN drN
(2.4)
which represents all possible states of the system.
This makes it virtually impossible to directly calculate the ensemble average in
a simulation, since doing so would demand the calculation of Q and thus require
us to sample the complete phase-space of the system. This is of course impossible
since even the phase-space of a system as simple as a single particle in a box would
be enormous (one could think of it as stating all the theoretically possible positions
and velocities you could give to a football inside a normal sized room). Instead,
molecular dynamics relies on one of the axioms of statistical mechanics: The ergodic
hypothesis, which states that the ensemble average of A is equal to the time average.
This enables us to relate the time average of our small simulated system, to the
ensemble average of the macroscopic system we are trying to emulate. Furthermore,
the majority of the contribution to the average in Eq. 2.2 comes from regions of
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low energy (with increasing energies Eq. 2.3 goes towards zero), so if we can choose
a sampling method that samples those regions we should obtain a good agreement
with the true ensemble average of the property of interest.

2.2

Molecular Dynamics

As shown in section 2.1, the problem we are trying to assess is not to predict the
movement of specific particles, but rather to sample the relevant configurations in
phase-space. For this particular problem, there is a variety of methods to choose
from as long as we make sure that we are not just randomly generating configurations and hoping to get a meaningful answer. From Eq. 2.3 we can see that
the correct averages are only obtained if we sample according to the Boltzmann
distribution. One way of achieving this would be to use Newton’s equations of
motion, since they present an effective solution that works for most of the systems
one would like to study. In MD we utilize Newton’s second law of motion in order
to propagate an atomistic ball-and-stick representation of a system in time. Since
the forces are the negative derivatives of the potential function, we know that our
system will be driven towards regions of low energy and hence we will sample the
relevant part of phase-space for our system.

2.3

Integrating the equations of motion

Performing MD simulations in practice is a matter of integrating Newton’s second
law of motion
F
d2 r
=
(2.5)
2
dt
m
for all particles present in the system for the specified duration of the simulation.
This problem can be solved using a finite difference method where the integration
over time is broken down into many small time steps, ∆t, at which the total force
on every particle is calculated as the vector sum of all the forces coupled to its
interactions with all other particles. In order to obtain the coordinates of the
particles at time t + ∆t one first calculates the forces on the particles based on the
positions at time t. The accelerations, and hence new velocities, of the particles
are then obtained from the forces according to Eq. 2.5, followed by an update of
the coordinates for time t + ∆t. There are many different schemes one could use to
accomplish this, and most ones used in MD are based on a Taylor series expansion
of the coordinates
dr ∆t2 d2 r
+
+ O(∆t3 )
dt
2 dt2
1
= r(t) + v(t)∆t + a(t)∆t2 + O(∆t3 )
(2.6)
2
in which v(t) and a(t) represent the velocities and accelerations at time t. Using
Eq. 2.6 and adding the contribution from the same expansion around r(t − ∆t) we
r(t + ∆t)

= r(t) + ∆t

6
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obtain the Verlet algorithm [5]
r(t + ∆t) = 2r(t) − r(t − ∆t) + a(t)∆t2 + O(∆t4 ),

(2.7)

in which the error is of the fourth order of ∆t since the contribution from the third
order terms in both expansions cancel, making the Verlet algorithm fairly accurate.
However, one drawback is that the velocities are not directly accessible at time t
despite being important for various properties in the system, such as the kinetic
energy. They can be obtained at time t using
v(t) =

r(t + ∆t) − r(t − ∆t)
+ O(∆t2 ),
2∆t

(2.8)

but this would give an error proportional to the second order of ∆t, and access
to the velocities at time t would not be available until the coordinates have been
computed at t+∆t. The Verlet algorithm also includes the addition of a small term,
a(t)∆t2 , to the difference of two large terms, 2r(t) − r(t − ∆t), which is problematic
if high precision is required.
The problem of obtaining the coordinates and positions at time t can be solved
by the use of the velocity Verlet algorithm [6] in which both the coordinates and
velocities are constructed using a second order Taylor expansion
r(t + ∆t)

=

v(t + ∆t)

=

1
r(t) + v(t)∆t + a(t)∆t2 + O(∆t3 )
2
1
v(t) + [a(t) + a(t + ∆t)]∆t + O(∆t3 ).
2

(2.9)
(2.10)

Furthermore, another commonly used algorithm is the leapfrog algorithm [7], in
which the coordinates are calculated at time t and velocities at t + 21 ∆t
r(t + ∆t)

=

1
v(t + ∆t)
2

=

1
r(t) + v(t + ∆t)∆t
2
1
v(t − ∆t) + a(t)∆t.
2

(2.11)
(2.12)

Both of these algorithms create the same trajectories as the basic Verlet algorithm,
but due to the inclusion of the velocities they are better suited for MD simulations,
with leapfrog having the best energy conservation [8], and therefore they are commonly used as the default integrators in standard MD packages [9, 10, 11]. There
are of course more accurate integrators available but they often require shorter
time steps, which for MD is an unattractive property because we have to calculate
the forces at every time step. This would require a significantly larger amount of
calculations in order to explore the same region in phase-space, and since our main
goal is to maximize the volume of this region during the simulation we are instead
interested in taking as long time steps as possible.
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Force Fields

As shown in the previous section, in order to calculate the updated coordinates
and velocities during each time step we need to calculate the force exerted on
each particle. In MD simulations we define a potential energy function, U (r), that
describes the interaction between particles, and then the forces are calculated as
F = −∇U (r)

(2.13)

with ∇ being the differential operator. Given this, it is easy to understand that
the construction of U (r) is the single most important part for the correctness of
the simulation. If we describe the interactions between particles wrong we will
not sample a relevant part of phase-space, and our calculated properties will most
probably be useless. For this reason, an enormous amount of work have been
invested by various groups around the world in order to obtain force fields that
correctly describe the systems of interest for MD simulations [12, 13, 14, 15, 16].
Despite the large amount of different force fields available their general appearance
is usually the same, with interactions divided into a bonded and non-bonded part
each consisting of two to four terms that will be described briefly in the following
sections.

Bonded interactions
For bonded interactions, the term describing bond vibrations is usually modeled as
a harmonic spring
bond
Ujk
= kb (rjk − r0 )2
(2.14)
where rjk is the distance between the two bonded atoms, r0 is the reference bond
length and kb is a parameter defining the stiffness of the bond, which is specific
for the bond type and atoms involved. Bonds can also be described by the Morse
potential [17], which more accurately describes the anharmonic nature of bond
stretching
Morse
Ujk
= Djk [1 − e−βjk (rjk −r0 ) ]2 .
(2.15)
Here we have the additional parameters Djk describing the depth of the potential
well and βjk defining the width of the well. Although the Morse potential more
accurately describes the bonded interactions the increased computational cost of
the exponential function makes it less preferred than the harmonic description,
which adequately describes the bonded interactions unless the molecule’s vibrational structures or dissociation events are of particular interest.
Following the same mathematical description as in Eq. 2.14, the angle between
three sequentially bonded atoms is usually described as
angle
Ujkl
= kθ (θjkl − θ0 )2 ,

(2.16)

8
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where we have θjkl as the angle between atoms j-k-l and kθ defining its bending
stiffness. In addition to the bending angle between three atoms, force fields also
treat the dihedral angle between four connecting atoms j-k-l-m as
dihedral
Ujklm
= kφ (1 + cos(nφjklm − φ0 )),

(2.17)

for which the rotation angle, φjklm , is defined as 0 when atoms j and m are on
the same side of the bond, kφ defines the size of the energy maximum, the value
of n sets the number of minima present during the rotation around the bond and
φ0 determines their positions. Another functional form that describes the dihedral
angle is the so-called Ryckaert-Bellemans potential [18]
U RB (φjklm ) =

5
X

Cn cosn (φjklm − 180◦ ),

(2.18)

n=0

where the Cn -coefficients are specific for the atoms involved in the dihedral. In
addition to the three basic terms (bond, angle, dihedral) of the bonded interactions
presented here there is also the possibility to apply other terms. Some examples
of these are improper dihedrals in order to stabilize planar structures of certain
molecules, or the Urey-Bradley term
UB
UB
0 2
Ujkl
= kjkl
(rjl − rjl
) ,

(2.19)

which is used in the CHARMM force field [19] in order to optimize some of the
vibrational properties of the j-k-l angle terms.

Non-bonded interactions
Non-bonded interactions in MD simulations handle the direct electrostatic interaction between charged particles, and also the repulsive and attractive part of the
Van der Waals-interactions between atoms. The electrostatic potential between two
particles with charges qj and qk is given by their Coulomb interaction
UCoulomb (rjk ) =

qj qk
.
4π0 r rjk

(2.20)

Here rjk is the inter-particle distance, r is the relative permittivity of the surronding media and 0 is the permittivity in vacuum. The Van der Waals-interactions
are modeled using the Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential [20]

12 
6 !
σjk
σjk
−
,
(2.21)
ULJ (rjk ) = 4jk
rjk
rjk
where the coefficients jk and σjk define the strength of the interaction and position
of the potential minimum. Here, the attractive r−6 -term describes induced dipole
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interactions (London dispersion) and the r−12 -term is a fairly good description of
the repulsive interactions due to overlapping electron orbitals (the functional form
of r−12 is chosen because it is fast to calculate from r−6 ). Usually the coefficients
are only known for identical atom types, and in order to treat interactions between
non-identical atoms specific combination rules are applied
jk

=

σjk

=

σjk

=

√

jj kk
σjj + σkk
2
√
σjj σkk

(Berthelot)[21]

(2.22)

(Lorentz)[22]

(2.23)

(Good − Hope)[23].

(2.24)

This makes it possible to treat the LJ-interaction using either Lorentz-Berthelot
(LB) or Good-Hope-Berthelot (GHB) combination rules, and various force fields
use either one of these rules (some force fields use large matrices with coefficients
instead of combination rules, but they are not so common today).
With these approximate descriptions of the interactions in our system we can now
treat all the particles as point charges, interacting according to the potential energy
surface defined by the applied force field. The classical treatment of the particles unfortunately makes it impossible to study events involving changes to the electronic
structures of molecules (e.g. bond formation or changes in protonation states), but
on the other hand the simplistic nature of the method makes it very suitable to
study large biological systems over relatively long time scales.
However, in order to assure that we obtain an accurate sampling in the correct
part of phase-space some additional constraints are put on various parts of the
methodology. First of all, the utilized time step has to be long enough for the
simulation to reach a relevant time scale, but also short enough to avoid numerical
errors during the sampling of the fastest motion in the system. For MD, this motion
is represented by the bond vibrations of hydrogen atoms, which thereby restricts the
time-step to the order of 10−15 seconds. Additionally, since the size of the simulated
system is finite, boundary effects have to be accounted for in order to remove their
influence on the calculated properties. This is usually done by applying periodic
boundary conditions (PBC), which assume that each side of the simulation box is
in contact with the opposite side. The use of PBC effectively copies the system in
all three dimensions, and a particle that leaves the box through one side will be
replaced by another particle entering the box from the opposite side.
This will also put some restrictions on the type of simulation box utilized since
it has to be replicable in three dimensions without any issues (e.g. a spherical simulation box would create artificial holes in space if used in conjunction with periodic
boundary conditions), and one also has to account for the size of the simulation box
since a particle should not be able to directly interact with itself through the periodic boundary, or with multiple images of the same particle. Usually this is done
by applying a spherical cutoff that defines the maximum range of the interactions
calculated for a specific particle, which can be no longer than half the length of the
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shortest box dimension, outside of which all interactions are set to zero. In addition
to this one also applies the minimum image convention, in which each particle only
interacts with the closest periodic image of all other particles that are within the
chosen cutoff.

2.5

Biomolecular Simulation

With the development of the first force field for molecular simulations of biomolecules
[24] followed by the first simulations of biologically relevant systems [25, 4, 26] the
field of biomolecular simulations was born almost 40 years ago. Although the field
in its infancy was rather crude, with simulations performed in vacuum without solvent, it has now experienced an enormous evolution in terms of the accuracy and
speed of the performed simulations. Much of this could at a first sight be attributed
to the extremely fast development of computational hardware, especially during the
last two decades, but without the herculean amount of development that has been
performed on the algorithmic side of the field we would probably still be stuck with
simulating simple molecules in the gas phase. Instead we now have a vast amount
of computational methods to choose from, which enable us to study events such
as permeation across lipid bilayers [27, 28], protein folding [29, 30, 31] and binding
free energies [32] just to name a few.
Despite this, one should not forget that MD is a methodology relying on certain
approximations, and hence it has limitations regarding the type of problems where
it is applicable. If applied correctly, MD will enable the researcher to investigate
dynamic properties of the system that are inaccessible through experiments. This
includes an atomistic description of the mechanisms involved in e.g. membrane
transport [33, 34] vesicle formation [35], enzyme catalysis [36], protein folding [37]
and also structure refinement in combination with X-ray crystallography [38] or
NMR [39]. The importance of the interplay between experiments and simulations
displayed in these examples should always be remembered because MD simulations
should not be seen as alternatives to experiments but rather as additional tools
that the researcher has to his/her disposal in order to interpret or predict the
experimental results.
Given this, one of the larger problems that the field of MD simulations historically has tried to solve is the issue of reaching the time scales relevant for the
systems simulated. For the biologically relevant events that are of most interest to
researchers today such as protein folding, drug binding, permeation and membrane
transport, the time scales are often of the order of micro- to milliseconds. Until
very recently most studies using MD simulations were limited to the time scale of
nanoseconds, with microsecond-simulations requiring a wallclock time at the order
of months to perform. However, by using either special sampling techniques [40]
or special-purpose hardware [41], groups have now started to reach beyond this
barrier, which gives the upcoming decade a possibility to become the most exciting
time in the history of the field.

3 | Long-range interactions
I originally implemented PME to prove that you didn’t need it
– Erik Lindahl
By far the most compute-intensive task of an MD simulation is the calculation of
the non-bonded interactions. These make up over 90% of the total simulation time
and the need for methods in which we can reduce the compute time per time step,
without sacrificing too much accuracy, can therefore easily be identified as one of
the most important tasks in the development of future MD algorithms. In MD simulations the main approach to this problem is usually through the use of cutoffs, in
which the non-bonded interactions of particle j with its surrounding particles are
only calculated if the distance between them is shorter than the chosen cutoff distance. However, in doing so the interactions beyond the cutoff are ignored, which
will have non-negligible effects on the system [42, 43, 44, 45], and therefore methods
to handle the missing long-range interactions are of great importance. This section will introduce the two most common methods for the treatment of long-range
interactions in MD simulations of biological systems: particle-mesh Ewald (PME)
for electrostatics and dispersion correction for the LJ-potential. The last part will
then cover some of the work from papers I and II, which includes the modifications
needed to the PME method in order to succesfully apply it to LJ-interactions (LJPME). This will enable us to have a correct description of long-range dispersion
interactions in systems were the dispersion correction is not applicable.

3.1

Ewald summation

Ewald summation, introduced in 1921 by Paul Peter Ewald [46] and further developed by Nijboer, De Wette and Williams [47, 48], is an efficient method for the
calculation of long-range interactions in infinite periodic lattices. Assuming a periodic N-particle system in a box, the total energy of a general r−α -interaction can
be calculated as
N N
1 X 0 X X C(j, k)
Uα =
(3.1)
α
2 n
|rjk + n|
j
k
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where C(j,k) is the combined interaction coefficient, rjk = rj − rk is the interparticle distance, the outer sum is over the lattice translation vectors n and 0
indicates that terms with j = k should be ignored when n = 0 (particles do not
interact with themselves). In general this sum does not converge if the system has
a net charge. For neutral systems it can be made conditionally convergent (i.e., if
the terms are added in the right order), but even then the convergence is very slow.
By introducing a splitting function, fα (r), and using the identity
fα (r) 1 − fα (r)
1
=
+
rα
rα
rα

(3.2)

the sum in Eq. 3.1 can instead be rearranged into two separate sums
Uα =

1 X C(j, k)fα (|rjk + n|) 1 X C(j, k)[1 − fα (|rjk + n|)]
+
,
α
α
2
2
|rjk + n|
|rjk + n|
n,j,k

(3.3)

n,j,k

P
P PN PN
where we have defined n,j,k = n 0 j
k , and in which fα (r) should be a
rapidly decreasing function. This will make the first sum converge fast, while
the second sum is a slowly varying function over rjk + n which makes its Fourier
transform a fast converging sum over the reciprocal lattice vectors. Given this, the
usual choice for fα (r) is the one suggested by Nijboer and De Wette [47]
Z ∞
Γ(α/2, β 2 r2 )
1
fα (βr) =
=
tα/2−1 e−t dt,
(3.4)
Γ(α/2)
Γ(α/2) β 2 r2
where Γ(x) is the Euler gamma function, Γ(x, y) the incomplete gamma function
and β is an arbitrarily constant controlling the rate of convergence of the two sums,
usually chosen in such a way that the sum in direct space follows the minimum
image convention.
Inserting Eq. 3.4 into Eq 3.3 and performing a discrete Fourier transform of the
second term, we arrive at [47, 48, 49]
Uα

=

X C(j, k)Γ(α/2, β 2 |rjk + n|2 )
1
2Γ(α/2)
|rjk + n|

(3.5)

n,j,k

+

π α−3/2 X α−3 3 − α 2 2 2 X
m
Γ(
, π m /β )
C(j, k)e2πim·rjk (3.6)
2Γ(α/2)V
2
m6=0

3/2 α−3

+
−

π β
(α − 3)Γ(α/2)V

j,k

X

C(j, k)

(3.7)

j,k

X
βα
C(j, j)
αΓ(α/2) j

(3.8)

where m is the reciprocal lattice vectors, the term 3.7 comes from m = 0 in term
3.6 and term 3.8 corrects for the terms with j = k, which should be excluded
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when n = 0 but are included in the reciprocalp
sum in term
p 3.6. If the coefficients
C(j, k) are factorizable according to C(j, k) = C(j, j) C(k, k) we can define the
so-called structure factors as
Xp
C(j, j)e2πim·rj ,
(3.9)
S(m) =
j

which enable us to define the sum over pairs in term 3.6 as [50]
X
S(m)S(−m) =
C(j, k)e2πim·rjk
j,k

=

Xp

C(j, j)e2πim·rj

j

Xp

C(k, k)e−2πim·rk .

(3.10)

k

This reduction of the double sum to a product of two single component sums
significantly reduces the computational cost of the reciprocal part of the potential.

3.2

Electrostatic Ewald summation

Applied to coulomb interactions (α = 1), Eq. 3.4 becomes the complementary error
function
√
Z ∞
2
2
π erfc(βr)
Γ(1/2, β 2 r2 )
√
=
= erfc(βr) = √
e−t dt
(3.11)
f1 (βr) =
Γ(1/2)
π
π βr
and, assuming an infinite dielectric constant in the surrounding medium, the expression for the coulomb energy is obtained as [51, 52, 53]
UCoul

=

1 X
erfc(β|rjk + n|)
qj qk
2
|rjk + n|

(3.12)

2
2
2
1 X e−π m /β
S(m)S(−m)
2πV
m2

(3.13)

β X 2
√
q ,
π j j

(3.14)

n,j,k

+

m6=0

−

P
where we have assumed a neutral unit cell ( j qj = 0), which reduces the net contribution from term 3.7 to zero. From this it can be verified that the Ewald sum
transforms the (in the electrostatic case) conditionally convergent sum in Eq. 3.1
into the two exponentially converging sums in term 3.12 and term 3.13. However,
the CPU time needed to calculate the interactions in a fully optimized Ewald summation still only scales as O(N 3/2 ) [54], due to the inverse relationship between the
amount of terms needed in the direct and reciprocal sums (reducing the number of
terms in the direct space sum requires more terms in the Fourier sum in order to
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maintain accuracy). Ewald summation is an excellent method for lattice systems
with a low number of particles but for systems of biologically relevant sizes its applicability is fairly limited, and for this reason several particle-mesh approaches to
the Ewald sum have been developed [7, 55, 56]. These methods rely on distributing
the Fourier part of the potential onto a grid, which then can be solved using a
fast Fourier transform (FFT) [57, 58], which scales as O(N logN ). However, these
methods inherently add some overhead due to the grid, so they might not be as
efficient for a system with only a few dozen atoms. In the following sections, the
focus will be on the smooth particle-mesh Ewald method (SPME) [56], which is
the most commonly used method for long-range electrostatics in MD simulations
and also the method used for papers I-III. A more in-depth discussion regarding
the other particle-mesh algorithms can be found in Ref. [53].

3.3

Particle-mesh Ewald

In the original PME-algorithm [55], the discretization of the reciprocal contribution
(Eq. 3.13) to the Coulomb energy was solved by applying a charge assignment
function, W (r), to the charge density of the system in order to obtain a grid-based
charge density, ρM (rp ), defined at the grid points
ρM (rp ) =

N
X

qj W (rp − rj ).

(3.15)

j=1

Here rj is the position of particle j and rp the position of point p on the grid in
direct space. From Eq. 3.15 it is then possible to approximate the structure factors
in term 3.13 as
S(m)S(−m) = |ρ̃M (m)|2 ,

(3.16)

where ρ̃M (m) is the discrete Fourier transform of the grid based charge density. The
original PME implementation utilized a Lagrangian interpolation scheme for the
assignment function, W (r), which only makes the derivative of the reciprocal part
of the potential piecewise continuous. This works fine if one performs Monte Carlo
simulations where no dynamics is involved, but since MD depends on high accuracy
in the computed forces (remember Eq. 2.13) this required a separate interpolation
in order to retrieve the forces in the simulation. This problem was solved in the
SPME-method [56] where the exponentials in Eq. 3.9 were interpolated over the
grid points using exponential Euler splines [59], which have continuous derivatives
and also enable an analytical differentiation of the energy. This is done by first
defining the interpolation coefficients
bj (mj ) = Pn−2
k=0

e2πi(n−1)mj /Kj
Mn (k + 1)e2πimj k/Kj

(3.17)
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with Mn being a cardinal B-spline of order n and Kj the spacing of the grid points
along axis j. It is then possible to express Eq. 3.13 as


1X
Urecip =
ρM (rp ) ρM ∗ G̃ (rp )
(3.18)
2 r
p

where ∗ denotes the finite convolution between ρM and the influence function G̃,
which is defined as the discrete fourier transform of the function
2

2

2

1 e−π m /β
(3.19)
G(m) = |b1 (m1 )| |b2 (m2 )| |b3 (m3 )|
πV
m2
for which m 6= 0 and G(0) = 0. The matter of applying the SPME-method in
practice then takes advantage of the fact that a convolution in direct space corresponds to a multiplication in reciprocal space. This means that the charge density,
ρM (rp ), is first transformed into reciprocal space using a three-dimensional FFT
(3DFFT). Here it is multiplied by the Fourier transformed influence function, and
then transformed back to direct space using an inverse 3DFFT.
Finally, since the influence function does not depend on the particle coordinates,
it is possible to calculate the force on particle j as
X δρM


δUrecip
Fj = −
=−
(rp ) ρM ∗ G̃ (rp )
(3.20)
δrj
δr
j
r
2

2

2

p

where the values of δρM /δrj can be calculated at the same time as the chargeinterpolation onto the grid, since the cardinal B-splines can be derived analytically.

3.4

Dispersion correction

Historically, the long-range part of the Lennard-Jones potential has not been a particularly debated subject due to the fast decay of the r−6 part compared to electrostatics. Although the individual energy contributions from the LJ-interactions
beyond the cutoff are negligible compared to the electrostatic parts, the large difference is that all of them are additive and hence ignoring them completely will have
non-negligible effects on the calculated energy. This can be explained in more detail
if we for a pair-wise additive Lennard-Jones potential describe the total interaction
energy of a single particle, in a mono-atomic system, as [51]
Z ∞  12  6 
σ
σ
ULJ = ρ
4
−
g(r)4πr2 dr
(3.21)
r
r
0
with ρ being the particle density, g(r) the radial distribution function and the
integration performed over spherical shells with thickness dr at distance r from the
particle. For an MD simulation of an N -particle system, using a cutoff of rc , the
total size of the neglected interaction energy beyond the cutoff is given by
Z ∞  12  6 
σ
σ
N
4
−
g(r)4πr2 dr
(3.22)
Umissing = ρ
2
r
r
rc
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which, assuming g(r) = 1 outside of the cutoff, can be solved analytically as
"  
 3 #
9
σ
1 σ
3 1
Umissing = 8N πρσ
−
.
(3.23)
9 rc
3 rc
Normally, one only considers the dispersive contribution of the correction since the
repulsive part is negligible given that the cutoff is long enough. Furthermore, the
expression given above only accounts for a system with one type of particle, but
it can easily be adjusted for a mixed system if one defines the average dispersion
coefficient
N X
N
X
2
(3.24)
hC6 i =
C6jk
N (N − 1) j
k>j

C6jk

6
4jk σjk

=
is constructed using either LB or GHB combination rules.
where
This gives us the dispersion correction to the energy as
UDisp.corr. = −

2N πρhC6 i
.
3rc3

(3.25)

This correction is simple to include in an MD simulation, and it works well as long
as the simulated system is homogeneous. On the other hand, for inhomogeneous
systems such as liquid/vapor interfaces [60, 61, 62, 63], lipid bilayers [45], surface
tension studies [64] or the calculation of macromolecular binding free energies [65]
the assumption of a homogeneous mixture with g(r) = 1 outside of the cutoff fails.
For these types of system we have to either use a long-range correction adopted for
inhomogeneous systems [66], or apply another type of long-range methodology.

3.5

Lennard-Jones PME

One possible way of calculating the long-range LJ-interactions in inhomogeneous
systems would be to apply the PME-methodology by using α = 6 in Eq. 3.4. This
gives us the splitting function for LJ-interactions as


β 4 r4
−β 2 r 2
2 2
f6 (βr) = e
1+β r +
,
(3.26)
2
and assuming GHB combination rules we can insert this into Eq. 3.3 in order to
obtain the expression for the total dispersion energy as
UDisp.

1 X C6jk f6 (β|rjk + n|)
6
2
|rjk + n|

(3.27)

+

π 3/2 β 3 X
g(π|m|/β) × S(m)S(−m)
2V
m

(3.28)

−

β 6 X jj
C .
12 j 6

(3.29)

=

n,j,k
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6
Here C6jk = 4jk σjk
represents the combined dispersion coefficients, the structure
factors are defined according to Eq. 3.9 using C(j, j) = C6jj and the introduced
function g(π|m|/β) is given by

g(x) =


√
2
1
(1 − 2x2 )e−x + 2x3 π erfc(x) .
3

(3.30)

From this point, the calculation of the forces and energies follows the same procedure as in electrostatic PME, with the dispersion coefficients, C6jk , being interpolated onto the grid points and then transformed to reciprocal space through the
use of an FFT.
For LB combination rules (which unfortunately are the most commonly used
ones in modern force fields) the assumption of geometrically combined dispersion
coefficients no longer holds, and now the construction of the structure factors (Eq.
3.9) will require seven terms due to the expansion of C6jk as
C6jk


= 4jk

σj + σk
2

6
=

6
X

(6−n)

Pn σjn σk

,

(3.31)

n=0

where Pn is the Pascal triangle coefficients multiplied by the prefactor 4jk /64.
Using Eq. 3.31 and the first part of Eq. 3.10 we obtain the expression for the
structure factors as
S(m)S(−m)

=

6
XX

(6−n) 2πim·(rj −rk )

Pn σjn σk

e

j,k n=0

=

6
X
n=0

=

6
X

Pn

X
j

σjn e2πim·rj

X

(6−n) −2πim·rk

σk

e

k

Pn Zn (m)Z6−n (−m),

(3.32)

n=0

P
with Zα (m) = j σjn e2πim·rj . Although the symmetry of the terms in Eq. 3.32
means that only four of them are required this will still impose a substantial decrease
of the performance of the simulations since the reciprocal term of the potential (term
3.28) now requires four separate FFTs in order to be evaluated.
This inherent drawback of LJ-PME in combination with the LB combination
rules was historically a deterrent when it came to the implementation and usage
of the method. The gain in accuracy was simply not worth the cost that the
additional FFTs introduced to your simulations. With paper I we presented a new
way of approaching the problem, in which the reciprocal interaction coefficients
were approximated using GHB combination rules, even when the applied force field
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utilized the LB rules. This modifies the dispersion sum derived from Eq. 3.3 into
UDisp.

=

1 X C6jk f6 (β|rjk + n|) 1 X C6jk,recip [1 − f6 (β|rjk + n|)]
+
6
6
2
2
|rjk + n|
|rjk + n|
n,j,k
n,j,k
{z
}
{z
}
|
|
Sum in direct space

=

(3.33)

Sum in reciprocal space

1 X C6jk,recip
1 X (C6jk − C6jk,recip )[1 − f6 (β|rjk + n|)]
+
, (3.34)
6
6
2
2
|rjk + n|
|rjk + n|
n,j,k

n,j,k

Energy [kJ/mol]

where we have defined C6jk,recip as the dispersion coefficient used in reciprocal space
and C6jk as the coefficient used in the direct-space sum. Eq. 3.34 shows a rearrangement of the terms in Eq. 3.33, and for the case when C6jk,recip = C6jk this reduces
to Eq. 3.1 with α = 6 verifying that we obtain the correct potential. For the
approximative case discussed above we still maintain a well-defined Hamiltonian
(and conservation of the energy), but we do introduce an error in the total energy.
This error is illustrated in Fig. 3.1 where the total dispersion potential, using LB
combination rules, between a phosphorus and an oxygen atom is displayed as a
function of the interaction distance. From the additional reciprocal potential (using GHB combination rules) we can, apart for its energy conservation, verify that
the error from this approximation will be almost negligible when compared to the
total interaction energy in a simulation. A further verification of the difference can
be found in paper I where we also show that the relative error in total dispersion
energy for a system containing a lipid bilayer stayed below 0.5% for a direct-space
cutoff of more than 8Å.

0
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Figure 3.1: From the dispersion potential between a phosphorus and an oxygen
atom we can see that the introduced error when using GHB, instead of LB, combination rules in the reciprocal part is very small compared to the total interaction
potential.
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In paper II we extended this approach further by a correct treatment of the
direct space interactions, in which we modified the total potential to become
UDisp.

=

1 X
C6jk,recip [1 − f6 (β|rjk + n|)]
C6jk
−
6
2
|rjk + n|6
|rjk + n|
n,j,k
|
{z
}
Sum in direct space

+

=

1 X
2
n,j,k
|

C6jk,recip [1

− f6 (β|rjk + n|)]
6

|rjk + n|
{z

Sum in reciprocal space

1 X
C6jk
6.
2
|rjk + n|
n,j,k

(3.35)

}
(3.36)

This leaves us with an unmodified potential up to the cutoff, after which the contribution from the terms in direct space are set to zero, and hence the error we
obtain only comes from the reciprocal part outside of the cutoff, making it negligible compared to the total potential and an order of magnitude smaller than in Eq.
3.34.

4 | The Biological Membrane
Everything that living things do can be understood in terms of the jigglings
and wigglings of atoms
– Richard Feynman
As the smallest self-sustaining building block of all life forms on this planet, the cell
is one of the central components that we build our understanding of life upon. It
stores the blueprints of each individual organism in form of its DNA, produces the
protein machinery needed to perform all the functions that keep the organism alive
and in multicellular organisms specific cells also develop into specialized machines
of their own, performing specific tasks such as oxygen transportation in the blood
stream.
In order to perform all these tasks, the cell needs a constant supply of metabolites, electrolytes and various signaling molecules from its environment, and at the
same time it also needs constant protection from the various compounds that can
be directly harmful if they would come in contact with the cells interior. This task
is performed by the cell membrane, which forms a boundary between the cell’s
interior, called cytoplasm, and the outside world. The cell membrane is a complex
entity consisting of a hetreogeneous mix of phospholipids, steroids, carbohydrates
and membrane bound proteins, which together create a highly dynamic layer with
a hydrophilic surface and a hydrophobic core that acts as an effective barrier for
water soluble components from both sides of the membrane.
Although the historical description of the cell membrane has been that of a
two-dimensional entity in which the proteins diffuse around freely [67], this changed
significantly with the proposition of the lipid raft theory [68]. Within the lipid raft
theory the components in the cell membrane segregate into high density regions
consisting of e.g. membrane proteins participating in signal transduction [69] surrounded by low density regions mostly containing phospholipids. This creates a
description of the cell membrane as a complex mixture of various functional domains flotaing around in a sea of phospholipids. Adding to this, the composition of
lipids in a cell membrane is far from homogeneous and the most commonly found
components are not only glycerophospholipids but could also include glycolipids
and sterols. Furthermore, the uneven distribution of phospholipids between the
outer and inner leaflet [70] adds an additional layer of complexity to the organi21
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zation of the cell membrane. Due to this complexity, the usual approach during
studies of biological membranes is to work with single component bilayers in order
to build an understanding of the complex interactions present in these systems,
which can then be applied to explain the complex nature of the membrane present
in living cells.

4.1

Lipid bilayer structure

As the major component in cell membranes, phospholipids play a crucial role in the
interactions and dynamical properties that governs the membrane’s functionality.
Phospholipids consist of a hydrophilic head group which, depending on the type of
phospholipid, includes of a variety of different charged groups. The head group is
then attached to a hydrophobic tail region, built up by long hydrocarbon chains
at different saturation levels, giving the phospholipids their amphipatic (possessing
both hydrophilic and hydrophobic properties) character. This leads to the creation
of the double layer structure of cell membranes (Fig. 4.1), where the lipid tails
create a hydrophobic interior shielded from the hydrophilic surroundings by the
head groups of each leaflet. The dynamic properties of the lipid bilayer also mean
that a quantitative structure for the fluid phase is extremely difficult to obtain.
X-ray crystallography is unfeasible due to its need of an almost dry crystalline
state, a completely different system compared to a fully hydrated lipid bilayer in
solution. Instead, the determination of the structure of hydrated lipid bilayers has
utilized various other methods, such as neutron diffraction which studies the effect
of modulating hydrogens to deuteriums [71] in order to obtain their position within
the bilayer. Other examples is the use of liquid X-ray diffraction to obtain the
bilayer’s electron density [72] (in contrast to traditional crystallography this does
not require a crystalline state and can be performed at biological conditions) or
calculations of the area per lipid from studies using nuclear magnetic resonance
[73]. These methods give a statistical description of the structural composition of
the lipid bilayer, which serves as a better description of the fluctuating structure of
biological membranes at physiological conditions.
A more direct description of the structural properties of lipid bilayers can also be
attained through the use of computer simulations. Although the first simulation was
limited in both size and the explored time scale [74], it could still give meaningful
information at a level that was unattainable from experiments, which lead to a quick
expansion of the field along with the rise in available compute power. The various
properties of lipid bilayers that have been studied through computer simulations
include e.g. the area compressibility modulus [75], large scale undulations [76]
and behavior in the gel phase [77]. In paper I we performed simulations of lipid
bilayers of dipalmitoylphosphocholine (DPPC) and palmitoyl-oleoyl-phosphocoline
(POPC) where we treated long-range dispersion interactions using either dispersion
correction or LJ-PME. We could show that dispersion correction was insufficient
to fully compensate for the effects of long-range dispersion interactions in systems
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containing lipid bilayers, with relative deviations in the average area per lipid of up
to 5%.

Figure 4.1: POPC-bilayer with a cholesterol concentration of 20%. Cholesterol
positions itself with its hydroxyl group close to the carbonyl groups of the lipids,
and its ring structure pointing towards the center of the membrane. Water and
carbon bound hydrogens have been omitted from the image

4.2

Permeation

For a cell to maintain its functions, various solutes must be transported across its
membrane into the cytoplasm. In the case of ions, or other charged molecules, this
transport is mediated by various membrane-bound transport proteins [33, 34]. For
small uncharged molecules, including a variety of different drugs, the hydrophobic
core of the membrane presents a permeable barrier which is sufficiently thin for
the molecules to diffuse across. This diffusion is commonly modeled using the
solubility-diffusion model [78], in which the permeability, P , can be expressed as
1
=
P

Z

d/2

−d/2

dz
K(z)D(z)

(4.1)

with d being the bilayer thickness, z the coordinate along the bilayer normal and
K(z) along with D(z) the solute’s position-dependent partition coefficient and diffusion constant within the bilayer. Although these parameters are inaccessible in
experiments, Marrink and Berendsen showed that they can be calculated from MD
simulations in a fairly simple fashion by constraining the solute at various values
of z and extracting the profiles of K(z) and D(z) from the average constraint force
and its autocorrelation function [79]. Using this model, Bemporad et al. [80] investigated the permeability of eight different solutes across a DPPC bilayer. Their
simulations indicated that the relative size of the solutes seemed to have less impact
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on the diffusion through the membrane than previously thought, but a rather large
effect on their partitioning. Together with experimental data showing that partition
coefficients can vary by an order of magnitude [81], and that water permeability
is poorly correlated with bilayer thickness [82], this suggests that the partitioning
into the membrane is the rate-limiting step of permeation.

4.3

Cholesterol

In addition to the phospholipids, one of the most important lipids in animal cells
is cholesterol, which is an essential component in several biochemical pathways. It
carries out specific tasks during cell signaling processes and regulates the fluidity
and rigidity of the cell membrane by imposing an ordering and condensing effect
[83]. Its structure consists of four fused carbon rings with a hydrocarbon tail
at one end and a hydroxyl group bound at the other, giving cholesterol the same
amphipathic character as the phospholipids. Cholesterol also has two methyl groups
bound to one side of the ring structure, which gives it a distinct orientation with a
smooth (α) and a rough (β) side. The amphipatic character of cholesterol enables
it to position itself in the membrane with the hydroxyl group in the vicinity of the
phospholipid head groups and the hydrophobic ring structure pointing towards the
center of the membrane (Fig 4.1). Its ordering effect has been shown to reduce the
passive permeability of water and other small molecules across lipid bilayers [84, 85]
but overall, the current understanding of cholesterol’s effect on the permeation
across lipid bilayers is rather limited.
Through experiments we know that cholesterol prefers to interact with saturated
lipids, due to the more favorable van der Waals-interactions obtained with their
saturated tails [86]. Furthermore, MD simulations have shown that the tails prefer
interaction with the smooth α-side of cholesterol [87], and removal of the methyl
groups on the β-side will surprisingly have a negative effect on the overall interaction
strength [88]. An increase of the cholesterol concentration in the membrane will
also induce a phase transition from the fluid liquid-crystalline phase to a state in
which the lipid tails reduce the amount of gauche conformations they possess and
hence become as elongated as possible, entering something called the liquid ordered
phase. This ability to induce a phase transition makes cholesterol a very probable
component in the construction of lipid rafts [89].
Within this context, paper III contains a study in which we used umbrella sampling [27, 28] to obtain potentials of mean force for the permeation of six different
solutes across 20 different membranes with various cholesterol concentrations and
phospholipid content. We found a systematic difference between our calculated partition coefficients and the permeabilities obtained from experiments. This difference
amounted to several orders of magnitude, which could hardly be explained by uncertainties in the applied force fields. However, from the lipid raft theory we know
that the distribution of cholesterol in experimental bilayers should be relatively inhomogeneous, with cholesterol aggregating into rafts surrounded by phopsholipids
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in the liquid crystalline phase (although the last part is still heavily debated [90]).
Assuming a heterogeneous distribution of cholesterol, this would mean that areas
with a low cholesterol content should display a relatively high local permeation,
which then could explain the discrepancies between the partition coefficients from
our simulations and the permeation measured in experiments.

5 | Concluding Remarks
We are stuck with technology when what we really want is just stuff that
works
– Douglas Adams
The field of biological simulations has grown significantly since its birth almost 40
years ago. From the first simulation, consisting of a simple protein in vacuum for a
duration of ten picoseconds, the field has evolved so that we today routinely perform
simulations of complex membrane proteins embedded in lipid bilayers for hundreds
of nanoseconds. This evolution has required a tremendous effort on the theoretical
side, with the development of complex computational methods and algorithms that
enable us to extract meaningful information from the systems we study. Through
the use of computer simulations we have extended our knowlege about the functions
of our cells in a variety of different areas such as the dynamic folding and function of
proteins, protein-mediated membrane transport, or passive membrane permeation.
The parallel development of computer hardware also means that we now are
starting to reach more biologically relevant time scales of micro- and milliseconds
[91, 92]. This makes it possible to investigate e.g. the complete folding pathways
of proteins or the full cycle of opening/closing of proteins involved in membrane
transport, which previously only have been accessible through complex sampling
techniques (or in some cases not at all).
However, we should keep in mind that we are also at a point in time where the
current force fields are pushed to their limits, and artifacts coupled to the choice of
cutoffs [45, 93, 94], simulation time [95] and water models [94] need to be adressed
if we want to avoid the risk of throwing away tremendously large datasets in the
future, due to an unfortunate choice of parameters. To avoid this we must ensure
that we are using adequate methods for the calculation of all the forces in our
simulations. If we use an incorrect assumption when describing the interactions
in our systems, how can we then be sure that the data we extract are significant
enough for us to make any conclusions?
For this reason it might be necessary to reparametrize our force fields in the
cases where we know that the historical parameters we are using today were derived with a methodology that insufficiently describes the long-range interactions
of inhomogeneous systems. Furthermore, the longer time scales explored in simula27
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tions also mean that the collected data sets will become much larger. The problem
of extracting all meaningful information from these large data sets has already
been highlighted in the protein folding community [96] and as more communities
follow into the millisecond domain this issue will probably become one of the most
important aspects in the future development of MD software.
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